Stacks
(This page has been added to fulfill AA accessibility requirements.)

Restroom
A gender-neutral, single stall restroom directly faces the elevator.

Near Row
(closest to elevator)
Exiting the elevator, turn to the left to face the near row of bookshelves. Shelves in near row contain the LC Stacks collection of books. Books are organized left to right using Library of Congress (LC) call numbers (in ascending alpha-numeric order, A–Z).

Far Row
(farthest from elevator)
Passing through the near row, you will find a second row of bookshelves. From left to right (still with elevator behind you), most rows contain the Serials collection (bound journals and periodicals). The collection is organized using numeric call numbers (in ascending order, 1–999999).

Collections around Stacks
Perimeter
- The far left of the near row includes:
  - Folios
  - Pamphlets
  - Oversized items
- The wall facing the near row includes:
  - VCR
  - Microfiche Media Collection
  - Computer workstation
  - Emergency campus police phone
  - Room with workstations and microforms readers, and campus phone
- At the far right of the far row, running along the wall toward the near row are collections that include:
  - Indexes
  - Financial Directories
  - U.S. Census
  - Microfilm
  - Newspapers
  - Emergency exit

Workspace
- The wall facing the far row has individual cubicles on the right end.
- The wall facing the near row has a group worktable at the right end.